
 

The X-Guard: Gi

i like this position for counter sweeps, as well as the sweep itself. it is not very common for someone
to just try and take this position, so youll usually have to prevent them from doing so. what you want
to do here is clinch the near side leg and grab it as you sit back up. usually, this leaves your side free

to tie your opponents arms up if they jump. its also important to have the left leg straight here, as
the leg on your outside can hook if they start to turn. even then, its easy to keep yourself in position.
you just need to make sure youre tight on your hips to prevent them from pivoting. if your opponent
is positioning correctly, you will already have some space on them, but if they make the mistake of
going to far to the outside, youll have room. the x guard is a great position for getting leg locks off
of. by being deep, youll have easy access to the aldigas from the back. as soon as you snap in, you
can apply an armbar to finish. they may try to stand up, but as long as your hip is lower than theirs,
theyll feel that loss of balance. if they can get a grip on your body from above or below, it makes it

much harder for you to apply the submission. another advantage to this is the submissions that
require a lift off the ground. many of those have a step up, like a space. this will make it easier for
you to position the submission. the jacket is the most relaxed i have had in a long time. it still has

the same mod con style as the first x guard jackets i made and feels as comfortable as an old leather
coat. the length is to the neck and not adjustable. the 2 back pockets have flip top sewn from the
same material as the jacket with the opposite white patch for a total of two white patches on the
jacket. like the pants, the jacket has reinforced stitching at all seams and has a full front zip that

buttons or zips.
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